
HIGH PACKAGE INTEGRITY AND THE FLEXIBILITY TO SECURE AND 
STABILISE VARIOUS PRODUCT LOADS, MAKE TRISTRETCH OUR  
MOST POPULAR PALLET PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY.
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HOW DOES TRISTRETCH WORK?
TriStretch is made from a continuous roll of gusseted film which is stretched over 
the pallet load. This film can be stretched by 30% – therefore each TriStretch hood 
can be 30% smaller than the pallet, meaning less film is needed to cover the load – 
resulting in improved yield and increased cost-efficiency. A fully automated operation 
sees the stretch hood machine adjust the film to the correct pallet height. When the 
mechanical arms release the film at the bottom of the pallet the film simply snaps 
back, creating a five-sided protection which conforms to the shape of the load and 
partially wraps under the pallet for added stability and maximum load integrity.

Unlike other shrink pallet wrapping solutions, TriStretch film requires no heating to 
create a secure hood. This completely eliminates the problem of heat transfer from 
the cover to heat sensitive products like LDPE bottles or plastic sacks.

Through advancements in resin and film technology, our TriStretch multi-layer 
film structures provide improved properties and performance in stretch hood 
applications. We currently produce films between 60-150 mμ and also produce  
flat single-wound stretch polythene films for horizontal stretch hood packing. 

TriStretch can be adapted for use on a variety of machine manufacturers, 
including: Beumer, Möllers, MSK, Lachenmeier, OMS, BTH, Thimo and Arcodo.

TRISTRETCH  
BENEFITS:

	Q  No heating required:  
Save on the cost of fuel for 
gas or oil-based ovens.

	Q  No heat transfer from 
the cover to the product: 
Sercure products like LDPE 
bottles or plastic sacks  
with confidence.

	Q  Reduced amount of  
film required per pallet: 
Unlike Shrink wrapping 
solutions TriStretch film 
can be stretched by 30%, 
therefore each stretch hood 
can be 30% smaller than the 
pallet, resulting in less film 
being needed to cover  
the load. 

	Q  Saving in cost: Due to a 
reduction in the amount of film 
needed to secure your load.

//  Guaranteed cost savings I Material-handling conveniences 
Product visibility I Branding opportunities. 

THE RESULT
TriStretch technology offers manufacturers, logistics companies and retailers  
a range of benefits over other pallet wrapping methods: 

Whether you’re wrapping a pallet of empty water bottles or a heavy load of sand bags, TriStretch stretch hood 
technology offers the most comprehensive benefits when compared to other types of palletisation solutions.

The ability to secure the load without heat and the improved yield from the film make TriStretch the perfect  
choice for your transit packaging requirements.
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